ELEGANTLY MOUNT IPAD ON ANY SURFACE.

iPORT Surface Mount is the most elegant way to mount iPad on a wall, solid surface or onto glass. Surface Mount allows access to the iPad power button, microphones and speakers. iPad is contained in a minimalist aluminum bezel and stays protected by engaging locking components in the bezel as well as on the surface.

By utilizing iPORT’s PoE and a standard CAT cable, Surface Mount can be up to 300 ft. from a power source or can be hard-wired to a network employing Apple's USB to Ethernet.

Available in black, silver or white finishes, Surface Mount is the easiest way to install iPad on any surface while ensuring iPad blends into your space.

THE SYSTEM

BEZELED + SPLITTER AND INJECTOR

BEZELS

Accessible power button
High-grade precision machined aluminum
Security lock
Utilize iPad Microphone
Audio wave guides

SYSTEM FINISHES

Black
Silver
White

iPad mini 4 | 5th gen
70722 BLACK $300
70723 SILVER $300
70724 WHITE $300

iPad 5th gen | 6th gen
70703 BLACK $355
70704 SILVER $355
70705 WHITE $355

iPad 10.2-inch (7th & 8th Gen) | iPad Air 3rd gen
70796 BLACK $355
70797 SILVER $355
70798 WHITE $355
SPLINTER

POWER
INPUT: 36-57V 0.4A DC (PoE IEEE 802.3af) via RJ-45
AUX INPUT: 18-24V, 0.8A DC via 2-pin connector
OUTPUT: 5V 2.4A DC Via USB-A

70718 BLACK $120

INJECTOR

POWER
INPUT: 100-240V 0.8A AC
OUTPUT: 56V 0.275A IEEE 802.3af via RJ-45 (PIN 3,6 +56V PIN 1,2 Return)

70719 BLACK $50

ACCESSORIES

REDPARK SPLITTER & CABLE
Use optionally for Power + Data to iPad in one solution.

POWER
INPUT: 36-57V 0.4A DC (PoE IEEE 802.3af) via RJ-45
OUTPUT: 5V 2A DC Via USB-B

72021 BLACK $125